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1/21/ · cracker jack: [noun] a person who is particularly noteworthy for his or her ability, deserving admiration. He is a real cracker jack when it
comes to getting people to bid. Crackerjack definition is - a person or thing of marked excellence. How to use crackerjack in a sentence. Did You
Know? Define crackerjack. crackerjack synonyms, crackerjack pronunciation, crackerjack translation, English dictionary definition of
crackerjack. also crack·a·jack adj. Slang Of excellent quality or ability; fine. crack′er·jack′ n. or adj excellent n a person or thing of exceptional
quality or ability. 1. A term in Southeastern United States English to describe poor white trash, derived from the Scottish meaning of the verb "to
crack," which, in this sense denotes ostentation. "I should explain to your Lordship what is meant by crackers; a name they have got from being
great boasters; they are a lawless set of rascalls on the frontiers of Virginia, Maryland, the Carolinas and Georgia, who. Crackerjack definition, a
person or thing that shows marked ability or excellence. See more. Cracker, sometimes white cracker or cracka, is a derogatory term used for
white people, used especially against poor rural whites in the Southern United nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru is sometimes used in a neutral context in
reference to a native of Florida or Georgia (see Florida cracker and Georgia cracker). Definition of the slang term cracker with an example. A
slang term that describes a white person; utilized as an insult; some say it is the equivalent of the "n-word" that describes black people, except for,
you know, the fact that black people were actually enslaved and treated as property in America; derives from slaveowners "cracking" the whip to
drive their slaves; same as cracka and. crackerjack definition: 1. excellent, of the highest standard: 2. something or someone excellent: 3. excellent,
of the. Learn more. 4/29/ · jack: as in ' jack up' - to lift someone up, and, sometimes, to press that person against a supporting structure. Can
occur in altercations. Rob jacked Frank up against the wall, and told him to shut up. He jacked a lovely girl. 7/1/ · But it turns out cracker's roots
go back even further than the 17th century. All the way back to the age of Shakespeare, at least. "The meaning of the word has changed a lot over
the last four. Crackerjack definition: excellent | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. Definition of cracker jack in the
nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru dictionary. Meaning of cracker jack. What does cracker jack mean? Information and translations of cracker jack in the
most comprehensive dictionary definitions resource on the web. The US term 'crackerjack' has had a complicated history. Q From James
Agenbroad: I was of the impression that cracker jack was originally used to describe a squared-away US sailor, related to the early meaning of the
term crack which you described in a recent article, and with jack tar for a sailor. Then it was appropriated for a brand of caramel corn. Is this rig.
Cracker Jack synonyms, Cracker Jack pronunciation, Cracker Jack translation, English dictionary definition of Cracker Jack. Trademark. a
confection of caramel-coated popcorn. n. Cracker definition, a thin, crisp biscuit. See more. crackerjack definition: Slang outstanding, as in skill or
ability; excellentOrigin of crackerjacklate 19th-c. slang: extension of crack, adjective + jack (nickname) 1. Slang a person or thing of recognized
excellence 2. [alsoC-] [occas. pl.] Cracker Jac. 3/28/ · Legend has it that the name "Cracker Jack" came from a customer who, upon trying the
treat, exclaimed, "that really a cracker — Jack!" The name stuck. However, "crackerjack" was also a slang expression that meant "something
pleasing or excellent." This is . synonyms of crackerjack from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 86 related words, definitions, and antonyms.
Find another word for crackerjack. Crackerjack: having or showing exceptional knowledge, experience, or skill in a field of endeavor. cracker-
jack (n.) also crackerjack, "something excellent," , U.S. colloquialism, apparently a fanciful construction, earliest use in reference to racing
nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru caramel-coated popcorn-and-peanuts confection was said to have been introduced at the World's Columbian
Exposition (). What does cracker jack mean? Definition. Meaning of cracker jack. Online. Slang. Dictionary. He is a real cracker jack when it
comes to getting people to bid. Cracker Jack definition: a confection of sweet, glazed popcorn and peanuts | Meaning, pronunciation, translations
and examples. Cracker Jack is an American brand of snack food consisting of molasses-flavored, caramel-coated popcorn and peanuts, well
known for being packaged with a prize of trivial value inside. The Cracker Jack name and slogan, "The More You Eat The More You Want",
were registered in Some food historians consider it the first junk food.. Cracker Jack is famous for its connection to baseball lore. 12/9/ ·
crackerjack (not comparable) (US, slang) Referring to clothing items (pants, jersey, collar) that constitute the traditional blue uniform of the enlisted
men of the US Navy, following the sailor uniform worn by Sailor Jack on boxes of Cracker Jack snacks. Noun. crackerjack (countable and
uncountable, plural crackerjacks). Cracker Live at World Cafe Live (full complete show in HD) - Philadelphia, PA - 01/18/ The meaning of
CRACKER is: another slang term similar to. Recent blog articles from nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru Top Slang Terms of Suh, fam? Today we’re
diving deep with some of the most lit terms from The Crackerjack: The History of the Navy's Enlisted Dress Uniform. A few days ago I saw a
couple of my coworkers were carrying a batch of newly sewn U.S. Navy “Crackerjack” jumpers from the factory floor to our storage area. I
walked down the aisle containing our U.S. Navy uniforms, past the uniform devices, bell-bottoms, neckerchiefs, and finally to the slot labeled U.S.
Navy Enlisted. cracker jacks or cracker jack “Crackerjack” is an old slang expression meaning “excellent,” and the official name of the popcorn
confection is also singular: “Cracker Jack.” People don’t pluralize its rival Poppycock as “Poppycocks,” but they seem to think of the individual
popped kernels as the “jacks.”. At Crackerjack, we are bargain hunters. Our mission is to find products and bargains you can’t resist at the best
possible prices. Definition of crackerjack in the Idioms Dictionary. crackerjack phrase. What does crackerjack expression mean? Definitions by
the largest Idiom Dictionary. Cracker Jack; Cracker Jack; Cracker Jack; Cracker Jack Collectors Association Cracker Jacks Sailor; cracker
sign; Cracker slang; Cracker slang; Cracker slang; Cracker State; cracker. Cracker Jack. Previous Page. Cracker Jack: Phrases Meaning: To be
very good at something. Example: Don't worry about your DUI. We will hire a cracker jack attorney and get you off. Origin: Crack means of
superior excellence of ability as in he's a crack shot meaning excellent, superb. Jack being like Joe, a common man. Cracker jack thus means. the
slang ''cracker'' mean like white people you be talking about the other is white trash "Cracker" refers to the barrels that were filled with wheat or
wheat crackers owned by most wealthy. Abbreviations or Slang with similar meaning. CBOCS - Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, Inc.; JBGT -
Jack Booted Government Thug; JBJHS - Jack Benny Junior High School; JITB - Jack in the Box, Inc.; JBLL - Jack Barry Little League; JKKB -
Jack Kerouac Knapsack Band; JBPH - Jack Bauer Power Hour; JBSoE - Jack Baskin School of Engineering; JOAT-MAN - Jack of All Trades
Master At None. a real cracker jack. Posted by Bob on April 30, In Reply to: a real cracker jack posted by Pamela on April 30, When someone
says WOw he/she is a real cracker jack! What exactly does that mean I was surprised to find that crackerjack is not Australian in origin. adjective
US, slang Referring to clothing items (pants, jersey, collar) that comprise the traditional blue uniform of the enlisted men of the US Navy, following
the sailor uniform worn by Sailor Jack on boxes of Cracker Jack snacks. noun An exceptionally fine or excellent thing or person. noun An expert
or top-rated individual (e.g., a marksman). 8/18/ · Cracker Jack has been around since I really doubt that "cracker" has even existed as a racial
slur for that long. Heck, the whole concept of "white" as a race is relatively recent; up until the last century, white people were defined more by
their national origin than by their skin color. cracker-jackin’ Cracker Jack. Candy-coated popcorn, peanuts, and a prize That’s what you get in
Cracker Jack - All copyrights are acknowledged to be held by their respective owners. We found a Cracker Jack commercial on YouTube



featuring the jingle. It stars Cracker Jack . cracker (n.1) midc., "hard wafer," but the specific application to a thin, crisp biscuit is by ; literally "that
which cracks or breaks," agent noun from crack (v.). Meaning "instrument for crushing or cracking" is from s. Coal-cracker is from of persons, of
machinery that breaks up mined coal. 4/18/ · cracker jack baseball cards are worth a lot of money. Neil R via Flickr // CC BY-NC Further
cementing its connection with America’s pastime, Cracker Jack offered a collectible set of. Cracker Jack meaning, definition, what is Cracker
Jack: a type of sweet popcorn sold in a box wi: Learn more. Cracker Jack includes a small "mystery" novelty item referred to as a "prize" in each
nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru have included everything from temporary tattoos to decoder nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru original tagline for Cracker
Jack was "Candy coated popcorn, peanuts and a prize," but has since become "Caramel coated popcorn & peanuts" under Frito-Lay.
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